
Raising your Eating Awareness and Role Modelling 

1. What is your experience with eating while growing up?   

Our experience when we are young often determines our behaviour as adults.  For example you may have 

been told as a child to finish all the food on your dinner plate before you could have dessert. This only 

encourages you to ignore body signals for fullness and reinforces the dessert is a reward. 

2. Why do we eat?  There can be many reasons; hunger, boredom, upset/ angry, thirsty, 

happy, stressed etc.  

Emotional eating is eating for reasons other than hunger.   

 

 

How to tell the difference 

Emotional Eating Eating for physical hunger 

Comes on suddenly 

Craves sugary or fatty foods that give you an instant 

rush 

Leads to ‘mindless’ eating, not really enjoy the food 

& eaten before you know it 

May trigger feelings of guilt or shame 

Often result in overeating 

Gradual onset 

Open to options; often choose healthier food 

Able to enjoy and savour the food 

Giving your body what it needs; does not make you 

feel bad about yourself  

More likely to stop when you are full 

Using food from time to time as a pick-me-up, a reward or to celebrate isn’t a bad thing. 

To keep a healthy weight you should eat for hunger most of the time. 

3. What foods do you eat when you are stressed or unhappy? 

Did you know? 

 Stress releases 2 hormones in your body that increase hunger.  So there is a 

physical reason we eat when we are stressed. 

When we exercise our bodies make a substance (endomorphines) that reduces 

stress levels.   

Foods that increase stress are sugar, alcohol, chocolate, caffeine, foods with 

additives (processed) and fatty foods. BUT also stressed emotional eaters tend 

to eat sugary high fat food so this doubles your chances of eating poorly!  
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What parents say to their children

• ‘If you eat 3 more bites of meat, you can have 

a popsicle’

• ‘No peas, no brownie’

4. What role do we play as teachers or parents to ensure our children eat for   hunger most 

of the time and not for other reasons? 

Don’t make a child eat if they aren’t hungry; children will never 

starve themselves!  Respect the child when they let you know 

they have had enough. 

Parents/ caregivers are responsible for selecting the type of 

food that will be served, how it will be presented and 

when/where the meal is held.  Children are responsible for 

which foods they eat, how much they eat, and even if they will 

eat at all. 

Allow children to serve themselves when possible. 

Children need to be encouraged to tune into their hunger and fullness levels as this is our built-in system to 

control weight – don’t mess this up for them! 

5. What do you think about rewarding children with food? 

Don’t reward children with food; this reinforces 

behaviours and brain pathways that connect food with 

feelings. 

Food rewards also reinforces the idea that some foods eg 

cakes, sweets are more enjoyable than others 

Don’t put bad labels on food as this can just make the 

food more attractive! 

Did you know? 

‘Exercise your brain’ to eat well: the more you make healthy choices, the more you strengthen the brain 

pathways that led to that decision and action.  So it becomes easier each time to make the right choice. 

It’s about having a better journey with food for you and your children.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


